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July 2014 Edition

Wine Country Flyers

Next meeting: Sunday, 3 August 2014, 11:00 A.M.
At the Trentadue field
Show up early and fly, or fly after the meeting!!!
Starting Sunday, May 4th, membership meetings will be the
FIRST SUNDAY of each month and held at the flying field at 11:00 A.M.
www.wcflyers.com

Promoting Model Aviation in Sonoma County
2014 Club Officers:
President :
Vice President:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Safety Officer:

Tony McDonald
Wylie Walters
Paul Kohlmann
Phil Leech
Wylie Walters

2014 Board Members:
Merle McGregor
Dave Mercer
Jacob McDonald
John Reade

(707) 479-2152
(707) 235-6383
(707) 837-9437
(707) 538-8557
(707) 235-6383

mcdracing1@yahoo.com
raidery73@yahoo.com
Paul.Kohlmann@jdsu.com
leechstudios@sonic.net
raidery73@yahoo.com

(707) 585-1061 merle_mcgregor@yahoo.com
(707) 975-4723mcdave@sonic.net
(707) 327-6627Jmcdracer@yahoo.com
(707) 545-9831 jgjreade3@sonic.net

Newsletter Team: Dave Mercer, Phil Leech
Website: Patrick O’Halloran

Cover Image
Photo by: Larry Gustafson
Caption and comments by: Dave Mercer
Here is just one image captured during the WCF Open House event.
Our 2014 WCF Open House event was a superb success, due to the
efforts of many. The Paintball Shootdown continues to be a real crowd pleaser.
I’ll try to squeeze in more photos below, after Richard Skaff’s recap of the event.
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Presidents Report
By: Tony McDonald
25 May 2014

It's been a busy, hot, and exciting summer so
far. My oldest son Jacob and I have competed
in most all pylon races, float fly's, and scale
events in northern California this year. I have
really enjoyed watching the unlimited warbird
pylon races that take place in the Triangle
pylon racing series. For those of you that have
not seen these airplane race at 170MPH+ it's
exhilarating! Most of the planes are powered
by the Y.S. Supercharged 115 four stoke nitro
engine. The competitors use a 60% nitro
blended fuel for racing in this class. It's the top
league of pylon design, set-up, and flying skills
on full display. The best thing is that the pilots
are willing to give up the knowledge that they
have accumulated through their flying careers

for free. And are all to willing to talk for hours if
not days about everything racing.
In our travels so far I've come to realize
that The Wine Country Flyers are a skilled
bunch of model aviators as a club. Most of our
membership I believe could compete and
place well at any of these events. Racing,
Scale or any level of piloting skill.
Tony

Vice Presidents Report
Safety Officer Report
By: Wylie Walters
24 July 2014

With the flying season in full force it has been
great to see the field packed every weekend.
Just a reminder to all that the PCAM airshow
is coming up in mid September. We are
looking for guys to get flight groups together.
So far we have a group of giant scale gassers
together. If you have an idea for a flight group,
talk to the guys that would fit in and let Paul
Kohlmann and I know about it.
It is still a little early but I wanted to let people
know that we are going to have some club
officer positions to fill for next year. We will
need a new Vice President/Safety Officer, as I
need to step down to concentrate on my new
business. We will also need a new Secretary
as Paul has been an officer for quite a while
and needs a break. So if you may be
interested in being an officer or have any
questions please let us know.
Wylie

Editors Update
By: Dave Mercer

Lots of great content this month, so I’ll try not
to bore you too much with my own musings.
Our 2014 Open House event was a
resounding success. The entire day was
packed full of entertainment for spectators,
pilots and club members alike. If you weren’t
able to attend you really missed out; be sure
to circle it on your calendar next year.
The following week was our July 4th Float Fly.
That was also an outstanding event. The
turnout was a wee bit smaller than our
previous float flys, but that was probably due
to the holiday weekend. Even so, the turnout
was good , the weather was accommodating
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and best of all the barbeque that Larry and
Glenn and Dawnelle set up and provided was
magnificent. They really pulled out all the
stops and went all out. Burgers, dogs, salads,
pastries…..you name it, we had it there in
abundance and were enjoying it. I can’t speak
for anyone else, but for me the float flys have
been my greatest source of flying enjoyment
this year. Pylon racing has been a disaster for
me this year, piling my poor T-28 into the
ground four times in five events, whereas the
float flys have enabled me to enjoy flying my
micro Icon and also my Seawind without a
single mishap.
Aside from my pylon racing crashes, the only
real disappointment I can mention is that I’ve
run out of Guess This Mess photos to use for
the newsletter. The well has run dry. Come on
people….what’s so hard about snapping a
photo and sending it to me? Most all of us
have a pretty damn good camera on our cell
phones. Snap a picture, attach it to a text
message sent to the phone number listed
above (707-975-4723) and simply include your
name so I know who sent me the photo. It’s
like voting; take the time and effort to be a part
of the process. It can’t hurt.
That’s all for this month,
Dave Mercer
WCF Newsletter Scribbler
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Guess This Mess!!
By: Dave Mercer

Last month’s shop: Brian Young
Winning Guess: Tony McDonald, Paul Kohlmann, Mike Cracchiollo

Whose shop is this? Anybody care to guess?

Sorry, nothing left to offer
Maybe next month……

General Meeting Minutes
July Meeting
By: Paul Kohlmann
6 July 2014

July 6, 2014
Trentadue Field
Called to order by Tony MacDonald at
11:00am
16 members and 2 guests were present

visit and stayed through the meeting. Kai was
checked out earlier in the day and flew well.
We hope to see them again.
July 4th Float Fly—really nice turnout and
good flying conditions. Larry, Glenn, and
Dawnelle put on another excellent BBQ.
Opening House—Richard and Phil did a
great job on this event. The turnout was
excellent and the flying was very good.

President’s Report—Tony announced that
the meeting would be short and lived up to his
word.

Show and Tell—Brian Young showed off the
R/C pedal car that he built for his daughter.
He is adding lots of functions including a wolf
whistle.

Vice President/Safety Officer’s Report—no
report this month

Auction/Raffle

Secretary’s
Report—AMA
sanctioning
paperwork for the PCAM demo is going in to
their headquarters.
PCAM planning isn’t
reaching down to the WCF level yet so there
is not much to report yet. Mike suggested that
we write an after-action report with photos and
submit it to District Rep Tougas for the AMA
monthly report. Paul committed to do this.
Treasurer's Report—Phil was not present at
this meeting.
New Members/Guests/Member Update—it
was good to see Bilal back at the field again.
Guest Kai and Rene Torres dropped in for a

The Raffle pulled in $100.
John—UMX P40
Adam—LiPo
Jon—Spektrum Rx
Brian—tools
Paul—ESC
Mike—LiPo carrier
Kai—hat
The Auction pulled in $7.
Mike—3D foamie for $6
Glenn—biplane for $1

Meeting adjourned at 11:30am.

Board Meeting Minutes
July Meeting
By: Paul Kohlmann
7 July 2014

July Board Meeting
7/7/14
Convened by Tony MacDonald at 6:00pm at
the Trentadue field
President’s Report (Tony)—we’ve heard that
three new members will be joining here in the
middle of the year. We reviewed the dues
policy and confirmed that new members
joining now will pay half rate for both adult and
junior members. We also agreed that new
members coming in after November 1 would
pay full dues for the coming year and get Nov
and Dec free.
Next
we
discussed
scheduling
the
replacement of the runway. The charging
station is nearly complete so we will soon
have the bandwidth to take this on. Phil had
some concerns regarding the Club’s finances.
A more detailed estimate will be coming
together soon. This needs to be discussed
with the Winery as well.
Vice President/Safety Officer’s Report
(Wylie)—Wylie brought up the need to have a
fire extinguisher in the pit. We have concerns
about vandalism--there is occasional foot
traffic coming along the tracks. We are
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mulling over solutions but having an
extinguisher near the charging table is
important.
Secretary's
Report
(Paul)—sanction
application for PCAM is on its way to AMA
headquarters.
Letter
soliciting
the
membership for demo pilots and other
volunteers going out as soon as we pin down
the practice dates (this was done after the
Board Meeting.)
Treasurer's Report (Phil)—Phil pointed out
that the date for the Christmas party needs to
be nailed down.
We are up to 81 members in good standing.
Balances are checking $6,770.14, CD
$7,482.25, and cash $425.
Charging Table Update (Phil in for Dave who
was unable to attend)—batteries will be
coming in this week. Mike C. got us a
screaming deal through Interstate Batteries: 8
batteries for ~$560.
Pylon Race Update (Jake)—none.
Float Fly #3—the three day weekend took its
toll on the July 4th Float fly. There were still
quite a few fliers and plenty for the BBQ.
Meeting adjourned at 6:40

Treasurers Report
June 2014
By: Phil Leech

Membership:
Total: 81
Returning: 70
2014 New: 11
Youth: 8

Financials:
Checking balance: $6770.14
CD: $7482.25
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Open House Recap
By: Richard Skaff

Well, I hope all of you that participated in
yesterday’s WCF Open House had as much
fun as I did! I do want to say that without the
efforts of Phil Leech, the event wouldn’t have
been such a success. Not only did Phil do
much of the organization of the event, but he
stayed close to me while I did the event
announcing and helped keep me on track and
assured that most of the statements about
pilots and planes I made during the event
were correct (a pretty difficult feat, Phil! ). And
of course, we certainly couldn’t have had such
a successful event without our ever ready-tofly members (like that “ever-ready bunny”!),
who really made the day’s events a showstopper! Also, both George Leap and his
visiting brother and Mark Langhofer, should be
thanked for their willing help during the day’s
events.
Not only did we have a very large contingent
of members at the airfield flying their planes,
but much to all of our amazement, we had a
very large group of visitors that showed up,
many of whom had never seen the many and
varied types of radio controlled airplanes and
“things” (yes, we had Mike Cracchiolo flying
his quad copter and taking videos of the
different flying events while wowing the
audience with the quad’s antics and flashing
lights!). And thanks to Larry Gustafson, we
now have a great group of photos in a photo
album visually describing the day’s events.
Phil Leech opened the day with a short
presentation describing the history of the Wine
Country Flyers organization, letting the visitors
know about how our airport got to be built in
the Trentadue Winery Vineyard.
I had the opportunity to introduce Jake Rosen,
owner of Jake’s Performance Hobbies, who
showed up to say “hello” and show support for
our organization and the event.
Much
appreciated, Jake (maybe next year we can
get Jake to do some flying during Opening
Day. How about it, Jake?).

Here’s some of the event info:
Brian Young piloted the day’s opening flight
with an amazing unfurling of the club’s banner
(with the system to unfurl the banner that he
designed) flowing behind his plane. The
crowd loved it and gave Brian a hearty round
of applause.
Mike Cracchiolo gave the audience an
opportunity to see a quad copter in action. I
think Mike will have a whole new following (do
I detect a new business opportunity?)!
Jake Chichilitti amazed everyone with his
control line demonstration. I haven’t seen that
kind of model airplane flying since I tried
control line flying as a kid (and I won’t tell you
how long ago that was, so don’t ask!). It
brought back many memories. Thanks, Jake.
Jon Stychno really surprised everyone flying a
beautiful grand scale arobatics F22 Raptor,
EDF electric ducted fan jet.
During an amazing lunch that was created and
cooked by Glenn and Dawnell Binkley, many
of the planes that were flown during the day’s
events were lined up in front of the spectators
so they could get a good look at the many and
varied planes. I saw both children and adults
looking longingly at the airplanes. We may be
hearing from some who want to become
members and learn how to fly those planes!
After lunch, Larry Gustafson, Merle McGregor
and a visitor Steve Satterwhite (visiting for the
day from the Liberty flying club in Petaluma)
provided the audience with an exciting combat
demo, with two of the three planes having a
mid-air collision! You’ll have to ask Larry,
Merle and Steve (who I hear has become a
new member of WCF) who the winner was!
John Stychno, 10 year old (almost 11) Dylan
Baltazar, Mike Cracchiolo, Jim Swanson,
Steve Cole and Adam Clement flew their
planes in the WW2 formation event. Sadly, a
pilot error caused a crash during landing of
two of the planes.
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John Reade and Bob Film showed everyone
how easy it is to fly a Radian electric glider
(easy for them!).
Many in the audience
remarked about how quiet and gentle the
gliders were, floating over our airport looking
for thermals. On a sad note, Bob’s glider got
eaten by the Trentadue vines!

Thank you all for bearing with my mistakes
and sometime incorrect statements during my
announcing efforts. And, please don’t be too
upset with me if I’ve failed to mention you or
your efforts during our Open House.
It
certainly wasn’t intentional. Just my 70 yearold mind!

(An update – I’ve been told that Bob went
back a day or two later and was able to find
his Radian.
Take that, you plane-eating
vines!)

Richard Skaff

We had two planes in the WW1 formation
flyover. Doug Moore and Jake Boatman flew
their Tiger Moth and Fokker D7 Biplanes.
Beautiful planes and outstanding piloting!
I think the event that brought the most
“yeah’s!” and loved by everyone, even those
members that lost a few planes during the
event, were the “Let’s shoot down the planes
with paintball guns” event. Adam Clement,
Wylie Walters and a few other volunteers
helped the kids (yes, even the older “kids”)
doing the shooting. Adam and Wylie, I saw
the joy in your eyes while you gave the
helping hand to those enthusiastic kids.
Thank you!

Club Photos
Photographer: Larry Gustafson

Editor’s note: Here’s a few more photos of our
Open House event.

A Paintball Shootdown plane about to meet its
demise

After the second paintball event, there were
still a few folks wanting to join in, so Wylie
volunteered to fly a small jet, very slowly, I
might add. I didn’t think a jet could fly that
slowly!
Wylie’s efforts made sure that
everyone had a chance at shooting paintball
guns at planes.
John Reade got the audiences’ attention when
he accidently had two FM transmitters on at
the same time, causing two pretty spectacular
crashes of two of his planes that he had spent
lots of time preparing for the paintball
shootout! I know you were a bit frustrated,
John, but based on the audience’s reaction,
they clearly loved the crashes almost as much
as the actual paintball shooting! (John, maybe
you should finally leave the age of “FM” and
get into the 2.4 GHz technology?).

Young or old, girl or boy, the Paintball
Shootdown is always a crowd pleaser.
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Race #5 Voodoo - P-51D Modified:

Our MC Richard Skaff serenading the crowd,
while an unidentified club member reflects on
“Why DID I wear this footwear?” ☺

Jon Stychno about to take off and dazzle the
crowd with an excellent performance.

Member Contributions
By: Tony McDonald

Editors note: The following is an article
submitted by Tony. It’s a fascinating look at
what it takes to compete at the Unlimited level
at the Reno Air Races. It was written in 2001, so
some of the info is outdated or may be different
today. Yet it’s still a great summary of what
these racing teams need to do to win. It’s a
lengthy article, so I’m going to split it up into
several installments. Enjoy the first installment,
and hopefully you’ll be chomping at the bit for
the next newsletter to come out with the next
installment.
Installment number 2:

Reno for Gearheads
By: Graham White

Voodoo was a non show this year, however, it
is worth taking a look at. It was intended to
race but suffered a catastrophic engine failure
just prior to the races. Voodo has always been
a top contender but to date has been a bride's
maid. For 2001, Jack Hovey built up a special
race engine. Time was flown on the newly
rebuilt engine and everything was looking
good. The power was brought up in
increments to 90 in. Hg. At this point the
engine back fired. Normally, an engine back
firing is no big deal. But with a highly
supercharged engine it is serious stuff.
Backfiring can be caused by a number of
factors, the primary ones being; lean mixture
and leaky intake valves. With Voodoo it is
thought that the carburetor (Bendix PD-18)
was set up too lean. When an ignition source
is introduced into the intake system, such as a
back fire, this lights off a highly explosive,
compressed fuel/air mixture. The pressures
generated from this uncontrolled combustion
are so great it wreaks havoc through the entire
engine. Serious damage is incurred by the
supercharger and intake ducting. More
seriously is the fact that this high pressure
momentarily blows open all the intake valves.
Allowing high pressure gasses into the
cylinder at the wrong time produces what is in
effect a 'hydraulic lock' resulting in bent
connecting rods. Jack had built this engine
with Merlin 622 connecting rods, the ultimate
Rolls-Royce built rods. Voodoo's back fire and
its consequent unacceptably high loading on
the power section resulted in bent rods. After
the back fire, Matt Jackson, the pilot, kept the
engine running but when he pulled the power
back for landing a connecting rod failed
resulting a destroyed engine. This was too
bad as it would have been a top contender. As
an aside, Jack Hovey is one of the more
experienced rebuilders of Merlins. He built the
race winning engine for the 1972 Gold
champion, the Roto Finish Special.
A unique feature of Voodoo is its use of a
carbon fiber cowl. This represents a weight
saving and makes it easier to remove the
cowl. A stock P-51D cowl is a real chore to
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take off due to the gazillion Dzus fasteners
that have to be removed.
Voodoo is owned by Button Transportation
and flown by Matt Jackson
Race #7 Strega - P-51D, Highly Modified
Strega is right up there with Dago Red for
being at the top of the heap for Unlimited
racing. Its engine features all the modifications
incorporated into Dago Red, in fact both
aircraft share a lot of race technology and
even look very similar. One interesting
deviation from Dago Red is the placement of
the coolant header tank. P-51Ds have a
coolant header tank that is horse shoe
shaped, wrapped around the engine nose
case. In the case of Strega, it is repositioned
behind the pilot. Probably does not enhance
performance but makes for additional room to
work on the engine consequently making
maintenance chores simpler to perform.
Flown and owned by Tiger Destafani
Race #9 Cloud Dancer - P-51D
Owned and raced by Jimmy Leeward, a real
estate developer in Florida, little is known
about this racer. Its stock looking appearance
may belie some engine modifications. This
aircraft appeared at many earlier Reno events
as a highly modified contender in the Gold
Race
Race #10 Critical Mass - Highly Modified
Hawker Sea Fury
One of the last great piston powered fighters
developed was the British Hawker Sea Fury.
Developed for the British Fleet Air Arm (FAA),
incorporated Hawker's experience learned
from developing a number of high
performance fighters in WWII. Originally, it
was powered by the massive and impressive
Bristol Centaurus XVIII sleeve valve engine

rated at 2,470 horsepower. Although this
engine was a superb example of aircraft
piston engine development, its uniqueness,
particularly in the US, has dissuaded folks
from overhauling them or modifying them for
racing. This has resulted in the vast majority of
Sea Furys' flying in the US being converted to
Wright R-3350 power. Over the years a
considerable amount of experience has been
gained on how to make R-3350s perform.
Perhaps most, if not all the credit, should go to
Lyle Shelton who has campaigned a
Grumman F8F Bearcat 'Rare Bear' powered
by the R-3350. With this experience in mind,
Critical Mass has what is essentially the same
type of engine with the same modifications as
Shelton's. Like many other aircraft engines
that remained in production for a long time, R3350s went through a lengthy evolutionary
development phase. Starting out with the
under developed and problematic B-29
engines, R-3350s evolved into possibly the
most advanced piston engine in the form of
the R-3350 turbocompound powering such
aircraft as the Douglas DC-7 and later
versions of the Lockheed 1049 Super
Constellation. Turbocompounding was
experimented with by all the major piston
engine manufacturers but Wright was the only
one who managed to get one into production.
Turbocompounding simply means that the
exhaust gasses are utilized to power a blowdown turbine which feeds power back to the
crankshaft. Or, as Wright referred to them as;
power recovery turbines (PRTs). Although the
concept sounds great and in fact it was for
large transports due to the considerable fuel
savings it generated, for racing, the PRTs,
three per engine, represent too much weight
for too little power gain. However, the PRT
engines also represented the strongest and
best components. Critical Mass employs a
PRT engine but with the PRTs removed. An
adapter plate between the power section and
blower section accomplishes this with a weight
savings and reduced engine length. Unlike
inline V-12s, radial engines do not tolerate
over revving. Several factors account for this,
one being the extreme loads imposed upon
the master rod bearings. Remember, with a
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blade and fork rod set-up in most V-12s, only
two cylinders are acting on each connecting
rod bearing big end bearing. A radial, on the
other had, needs a master rod bearing that
can withstand the loading of nine cylinders.
With this in mind, Critical Mass races at 3,100
rpm - still a very high number for such a
massive engine. By comparison a stock R3350-26WD is rated at 2,700 horsepower at
2,900 rpm. One of the best propellers
developed for the R-3350 was the one
installed on the Douglas Skyraider. As with all
the other racers, the holy grail of power and
efficiency is a low(er) revving propeller. Critical
Mass accomplished this via a rare and hard to
find nose case. At the end of the piston engine
era, Lockheed developed the ultimate airliner,
the magnificent 1649 Starliner. Although it
superficially looks like a Constellation, it was
really an entirely different aircraft. Wright
developed a special engine for this aircraft
called the EA2. It had a very low reduction
gear ratio of .355:1, ideal for driving the
Skyraider prop. 287 of these engines were
built, most of which have been scrapped,
however Critical Mass uses one of these hard
to find EA2 nose cases. Again, by
comparison, the popular R-3350-26WD uses a
less desirable .4375:1 ratio.
The exhaust system is fabricated from scratch
utilizing North American T-28 parts. A total of
10 pipes are used - five per side. The outlets
are arranged to promote 'air pumping' through
the cowl and residual jet thrust. Critical Mass
team members admitted to 4,100 horsepower;
reality may be considerably higher. Of course,
with this amount of potential power on tap,
massive amounts of ADI is used to keep
detonation under control as well as contribute
to lower head temperatures. A stock (Sea
Fury) sized spinner is used although made
from carbon fiber. The engine cowl is modified
from a Douglas DC-7 component. Sea Furys'
use a single rectangular oil cooler housed in a
wing leading edge. For the power generated
by Critical Mass, this would be totally
inadequate. To keep oil temperatures under
control, two stock sized oil coolers are used one in each wing. To further control oil
temperatures, spray bars are used.

Although the basic airframe is a Sea Fury,
little remains of the stock configuration. The
wings are clipped, a new and larger vertical
tail is used and a small bubble canopy
replaces the stockers' larger canopy.
Owned and flown by Tom Dwelle, Critical
Mass is clearly a top contender and in the
same class as Dago Red or Strega.
Installment number three next month….

Pylon Racing Update
June Round
By: Jacob McDonald

The June pylon race had little wind if any at
all. This made it much easier on the racers;
they weren't constantly battling the wind just to
get their airplanes to go straight, unlike
previous races. We also had a visitor from
Reno Nevada that came up to race! Chris
Menzel was our visitor, he raced the Warbird
class and the EF-1 class. He was a fun
competitor to race against always giving good
battles.
The T-28 class had 6 racers. Even with 3
racers in each heat we still had 1 casualty. A
T-28 and a Corsair got together on the
backstretch and the Corsair went down as the
T-28 continued the fly in the race.
The Warbird class had 7 racers the largest
number this class has had so far! This class
had many good battles and put on a show for
the crowd with several close calls. Fortunately
there were no lost airplanes.
The Dogfighter class had 3 racers. Sadly there
was one casualty. This wreck was because of
a midair on the backstretch when one of the
airplanes got its tail chewed off and went
straight down!
The EF-1 class had 7 racers. This class had
one midair on the turn over the North pylon
when the 2 airplanes clapped wings. The
midair was between a Shoestring and an
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Invictus. The Invictus landed safely with
damage while the Shoestring kept racing and
ended up winning the race.

Pylon Racing Update
July Round
By: Jacob McDonald

July's pylon race started out with cloud cover
and a slightly cold morning. But it didn't take
long to warm up and for the clouds to start
leaving . There also was not much wind until
later in the race day when the racers had to
deal with a slight breeze.
The T-28 class had 7 racers. These racers
made the races exciting to watch the race with
many good battles and a few wrecks. The first
wreck was in the very first heat of the day
when a racer confused his T-28 with another
racer’s T-28 and crashed into the pits. The
second wreck was a midair between a Corsair
and a T-28. As the two racers were in the
middle of their turn on the North pylon they
collided and the Corsair was lost to the
vineyard while the T-28 continued to fly and
finish the race. The last wreck in this class
was on the 11th lap! I believe the racer over
banked and was not able to pull out of it.

Next was the Warbird class with 5 racers. The
racers chose to race all 5 airplanes at once.
This did not turn out too well. There was only
one midair in this class and it was 2 Spitfire's.
Again in the middle of the two racer’s turn on
the North pylon they made contact. Both
aircrafts were lost (Check out the photos in the
obituary thread on our website).
The Dogfighter class had only 3 racers but
they performed many great battles that had
the crowd on their feet watching to see what
the outcome would be. No airplanes were lost
in this class.
Lastly was the EF-1 class. This class had 6
racers and like the Dogfighter class was full of
great battles keeping everyone watching. This
class had no casualties.
A special thanks to the pylon judges Adam
Clement, George Leap, Richard Skaff,
Charles McDonald, and John Reade that sat
in the hot sun all day to make the races
possible.

Upcoming Events
By: Dave Mercer

Larry Frank Scale Contest
With the Neil Taylor Award
presentation
Coming soon, on Sunday August 24th we
have our Larry Frank/Neil Taylor event
scheduled. Get out those scale airplanes that
have been languishing in the corner, dust
them off, and come out and put them to the
test. The requirements are fairly lax and
anything that’s even remotely scale with be
accepted with open arms. It doesn’t have to
be a scale masterpiece. Show off your flying
skills and win the admiration of your peers.

It’s a very low-key event that’s always been a
lot of fun. At the very least come on out and
watch, you won’t be disappointed.

Editor’s note: Below is the flyer for the 2014
Larry Frank/Neil Taylor event
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THE 2014 LARRY FRANK SCALE FLY-IN

Sunday August 24, 2014
Trentadue Winery Flying Field, Geyserville, Ca.
10am until 2pm


This Event is Held in Memory of Dedicated Scale
Scratch Builder Larry Frank.
ALL MEMBERS ARE WELCOME - BRING YOUR FRIENDS AND
FAMILY.
The annual Neil Taylor Award will be presented to the club member
who has demonstrated exceptional service to the club
There is no entry fee for this event!!
WCF holds this event each year to encourage scale flying and the
representation of scale aircraft including both airplanes and
helicopters. Entries may be ARF or kit built. Scale flying will be
judged by selected judges. Plaque awards will be presented to those
with the top three scale flying scores.
BBQ by Glenn and Dawnelle Binkley – Still only $5

Float Fly #4
Monday, September 1st (Labor Day) will be
our last Float Fly of the year. Don’t miss it !!!!
As I mentioned above, it’s been the most fun
I’ve had flying all year. There is something
about taking off and landing on water that is
quite captivating. I can’t explain it, but once
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you’ve tried it and mastered it you’re
hooked. Don’t squander this last opportunity to
try it. Sure it’s on a Monday….but hey, it’s a
holiday. Show up and fly in the morning, leave
with a big grin on your face, and then you’ll be
much better equipped to tackle the more
dreary tasks that life keeps throwing at us. I
hope to see you there.

WCF 2014 EVENTS SCHEDULE

Event

Date

PYLON RACE #6
LARRY FRANK/NEIL TAYLOR
FLOAT FLY #4
RENO RACES
PCAM
PYLON RACE #7
PYLON RACE #8
PYLON RACE #9
CHRISTMAS PARTY

SUN AUG 17
SUN AUG 24
MON SEP 1
SEP 10-14
SEP 20-21
SUN SEP 28
SUN OCT 19
SUN NOV 16
FRI DEC 5

Contact
JACOB
RICHARD SKAFF
MERLE
RENO
PAUL
JACOB
JACOB
JACOB
PHIL

EVENTS IN THE PLANNING STAGES, STILL UNSCHEDULED:
2 MORE FUN FLIES
3D BOWLING
BBQ NIGHT AT THE FIELD
NIGHT FLY

